[Results of postoperative treatment of patients after brain tumor removal based on the cerebral circulatory pressure index (CCPI) in comparison with ICP and CPP].
The aim of the study was the assessment of prognostic value of CCPI in relation to the results of treatment of patients with increased intracranial pressure after brain tumour operative treatment. The results of treatment of 107 patients with intracerebral tumours according to neurological state at the introduction of treatment (GCS) and initial values of ICP, CPP and CCPI as well as final results of treatment (GOS) are analysed. A special normogram collecting all of these parameters was constructed, as well as the directions of treatment depending on the areas of MABP, ICP and CPP were established. The CCPI seems to be more a sensitive and earlier signals suggesting the urgency and the direction of treatment than ICP and especially CPP alone. There seems to be a great consistence of the patient state evaluation according to GCS, GOS and CCPI which is also a prognostic factor. All the patients with initial CCPI below 1.5 died while all the patients with CCPI over 3.0 in good and very good neurological state, and all the patients with initial CCPI between 1.5 and 3.0 had neurological deficits.